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Memorandum

TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-1220213) (RUC)

SUBJECT: FRANCISCO DE PAULA DOYHARZABAL Y GARCIA

DATE: 7/26/72

CLASSIFIED BY: 5665-50
REASON: 1.5 (C)
DECLASSIFY ON: X (342)

Re: Letter to NY dated 6/28/72, enclosing a copy of Miami letter 6/12/72, with enclosure and also a copy of CIA Information Report dated 9/24/64, captioned "FRANCISCO DOYHARZABAL GARCIA".

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LHM setting forth information contained in the files of the NYO regarding the above captioned individual. Copies of this LHM are also being furnished to Miami, Chicago and Newark.

NY T-1, mentioned in enclosed LHM, is [REDACTED].

Sources contacted during July, 1972, who are familiar with Cuban activities in the NY area, are identified as NY 5938-S, CSNY 2822-S, CSNY 4783-S and NY [REDACTED].

The enclosed LHM has been classified "Confidential" in order to protect sources of continuing value and disclosure of information contained therein could be detrimental to the best interests of the US.

Copy to: CIA/State/RAO
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